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Abstract：Aiming at the collision problem of RFID tag communication，we proposed a new method 
for identifying the RFID recognition of the blind separation of source signals, which is based on the 
label collision and recovery. In the case that the number of tags is more than that of the reader,we 
established a RFID anti collision model based on the blind separation.In the same time considering 
the non full sparsity of RFID signal,we used an improved two step extraction method.Firstly We 
estimated the base vector of part of the source signal by the sample of the unit interval of 
signal.Then we extracted the corresponding source signal with the minimal interference so that the 
necessary conditions for the recognition of the mixed matrix can be avoided.After that ,We have 
carried out a simulation comparison in terms of throughput.The result showed that the method of 
this paper is better than the conventional blind separation algorithm and ALOHA algorithm in terms 
of throughput and it is more suitable for the collision identification and recovery of RFID non fully 
sparse signal. 

1.Introduction 

Radio frequency identification, RFID (Frequency Identification Radio) technology, which is also 
known as radio frequency identification.But at present, it still has some bottleneck problems which 
restrict its development, such as the security problem of information transmission, the protocol and 
the collision problem and so on.Collision problem, such as in the the RFID system, when the same 
frequency of the label in the same reader identification range, there will be a problem for the 
identification of tags.This problem greatly reduces the work efficiency of the RFID system.An 
effective collision avoidance strategy can ensure that each label is read correctly, improve resource 
utilization, so that the reader and multiple tags can communicate effectively. 

The anti collision algorithm which are mainly applied in the current RFID system are the 
following ones: the space division multiple access, time division multiple access, frequency division 
multiple access, code division multiple access.Time slot Aloha algorithm based on time division 
multiple access and binary search algorithm, is widely used in RFID tag anti collision algorithm.In 
the paper[1], a new Aloha algorithm based on time slot is proposed, but it can only solve the problem 
of incomplete collision.In the paper[2],a binary tree algorithm is proposed, which can reduce the 
search time and transmission delay effectively, but it still has the problem of low utilization rate of 
channel, long recognition time .In the paper[3], a code division multiple access method is used to 
avoid collision problem, but when the number of tags is very large, due to the allocation of waiting, 
the resource reading efficiency is still relatively low. 

Blind Source Separation (BSS:) is the process of separating the source signals from the observed 
signals without knowing the source signal and the transmission channel parameters.By using this 
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technique, the original signal can be effectively separated from the mixed impact signal, so as to 
prevent the impact of the collision.By this technique, the identification time is short and when the 
number of tags is relatively large, the efficiency is still relatively high.Blind source separation 
algorithm which is mainly based on sparsity uses two step method ,such as DUET, TIFROM, single 
source, [4-5], MRISSI, and so on.However, RFID is usually used in ASK or PSK modulation, which 
is not fully sparse.The sparse algorithms above are often unable to complete the identification of 
aliasing matrix, the source of the separation can not be used in sparse decomposition method, so it 
can not be applied to the RFID signal blind source separation.In view of this situation, this paper 
proposes a RFID anti collision method based on the non fully sparse property of the blind.In the 
premise that the number of the readers is less than the number of tags, we set up a multi label 
communication model, and use the unit interval of signal, a kind of non sparse algorithm to deal 
with the problem of label collision.And in the same time we used matlab to detect the performance 
of the algorithm. 

2.RFID anti collision model 

In this paper, we consider the case of multiple tags, which requires the establishment of a multi 
input output (MIMO) RFID model.Assuming that the reader has a M antenna, there is a N tag 
which communicate with the reader. A collision occurs when the tag signal is synchronized to the 
reader. 

Set the reflected signal : T
N tstststs )](,),(),([)( 21 = , )(ts j  represent the signal which was 

launched from the j tag. 
The signal received by the reader antenna is expressed as: 

T
M txtxtxtxtx )](,),(),(),([)( 321 = , )(txi  is The signal received by the reader on the no.i 

antenna.Under the condition of flat fading,as each pair of antennas can be equivalent to a Rayleigh 
fading channel, the sub channels in the model can be expressed as: 

)(),( 0,, ττδτ −= jiji rtr ; 

i=1,2…M,j=1,2…N, jir , Obeyed Rayleigh distribution ,then by the channel matrix of the 

model : NMjirR ×= )( , ,we can get :        

x(t)=Rs(t)+Z                            (1) 
Z is Zero mean Gauss white noise matrix. 
The basic mathematical model of blind source separation is: 

                       x(t)=As(t)+v(t)                           (2) 

Among it, MT
M Ctxtxtxtx ∈= )](,),(),([)( 21  is observation signal 

vector, NT
N Ctstststs ∈= )](,),(),([)( 21  is mutually independent source signals;A is NM × Real 

number matrix which is called mixed matrix.The element is jia , ;v(t) is Gauss white 

noise.Theoretical analysis of this paper will not consider Gauss white noise. 
Combined (1) (2), when the RFID R model in the weak channel MIMO as the blind source 
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separation of the mixed matrix A, (1) and (2) are same.So blind source separation method can be 
used to deal with the problem of multi-antenna and multi-tag RFID collision.In the RFID MIMO 
system we have constructed in this paper, when the number of tags is less than the number of 
readers (M<N), that is the case of the blind source separation in the blind source separation, so we 
use the blind separation of the case to solve the collision problem in this paper. 

3. RFID collision detection algorithm based on the underdetermined blind separation 

In recent years, the algorithm of the blind source separation is mainly based on the sparsity of the 
signal, using the "two step method" to get the source signal.Because of the non complete sparse 
characteristics of RFID, this paper uses a new two step solution for RFID signal with no correlation 
between the source signals.First, a single source region sample is used to estimate the base vector, 
and the corresponding source is extracted, which is independent of the other basic vector.In this way, 
the mixed matrix can not be fully estimated, and the target of the extraction is achieved. 
3.1Estimation of base vector 

The mixed matrix A can be expanded to: ],,,[ 21 naaaA = ,vector ja is referred to the base 

vector of the no.j source.Set 1=ja ( ja is the vector length),Under the premise of no 

consideration of the noise, the formula (2) can be rewritten as 

∑
=

=
n

j
j

j tsatx
1

)()(                             (3) 

Three conditions are assumed: (1) The arbitrary two columns of the mixing matrix are linearly 
independent; (2) The source signals are uncorrelated with each other and have zero mean;(3)Rank 
of A in the mixed matrix meets rank(A)=m. 

According to the paper [6], the estimation of the mixed matrix requires that all sources have some 
single source region, and some basic vector will not be estimated in the condition of non total 
sparsity.According to the definition of base vector: 

Definition 1:After the mixing matrix has been spared ,for a given sample interval ],[ 21 tt ,If and 

only a source is nonzero, the other sources are 0, called interval ],[ 21 tt  is the mixture of 

overlapping signals of single source intervals (single source interval, SSI). 

Obviously, if [ 21, tt ] is a single source range， )()( tsatx j
j= .The directions of vector x(t) and ja  

are the same or the opposite.They are on the same line.Set 

)(
)()( tx

txtu = , [ ]Tm tututu )(),...()( 1= ;assume 

))(maxarg))((()1())(()( 1 tuktusigntutusigntud ikk
t =+−⋅= + , )(⋅sign represents a symbolic 

function.In this case we can get the nature:If the interval [ 21, tt ] is a single source interval,in 

)[ 2,1 ttt∈ ,vector td is 0.           
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According to its properties, the SAMTD algorithm can be used to estimate the total or partial 
basis vectors, which is the first step of the two step extraction method. 

However, in the assumption that the non aliasing matrix can be recovered, it will not be able to 
judge whether the application of sparse decomposition method.Next a two step blind extraction 
algorithm is proposed, which extracts the j source signal directly and does not depend on the other 
base vectors, and the assumption that the aliasing matrix can be avoided. 
3.2Source signal extraction 

After estimating the base vector ja , we need to discuss how to recover the no.J source.The 

signal is divided into several regions, then we analyze the sample in any interval ],[ 21 tt . 

On the premise of no noise, on the interval ],[ 21 tt , set up a vector [ ]jmjj www ,...,1=  to make: 

  )()( txwtz jj =                               (4) 

The general goal is )(tz j , which is closest to the source )(ts j , in theory can sometimes be 

equal to the source )(ts j . 

The vector ja  has been known to be nonzero, and the no.K component can be set: 0≠kja .We 

construct matrix [ ]TmbbB 11,..., −= : 
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We can know that rank(B)=m-1,each line of ib （i=1,2,...,m-1) is orthogonal to the vector 

ja .Calculating )()( tBxty = , [ ]Tm tytyty )(,),()( 11 −=  .Take type(3) into the type above,we can 

get )(tyi :                             ∑
≠
=

=
n

jk
k

k
k

ii tsabty
1

)()(                             (5) 

We can know the each component of y(t) does not contain the no.J source. 

We projected vector x (t) onto the base vector ja .We can get )()()(0 txatx Tj= .Assuming 

[ ]121 ,,, −= mλλλλ  ,reduce or eliminate the interference from other sources from 

)(0 tx , )()()(ˆ 0 tytxts j λ−= , )(ˆ ts j is the estimated signal. 
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Discuss the average power [ ]2
)(ˆ tsE j of signal )(ˆ ts j in the interval ],[ 21 tt .Then 

[ ]2
)(ˆ tsE j = [ ]2

0 )()( tytxE λ− . 

According to the irrelevance between the source signal, ])()([
2

tstsE ij =0( ji ≠ ),get: 

∑ ∑
≠
=

−

=

−+=
m

ji
i

m

k
i

i
kk

iTj
jj tsEabaatsEtsE

1

1

1

2222
])([])[(])([])(ˆ[ λ           (6) 

In (6), the source which we want to item to be extracted is the first item, and the interference 
source is second, we want to make the second minimum.Obviously the first item has nothing to do 

with the parameter, so [ ]121 ,,, −= mλλλλ   needs to be optimized so that we can make 

])(ˆ[min tsE j  set up：              ])()([min 2
0 tytxE λ−                              (7) 

Derivative (7), 0
])()([ 2

0 =
∂
−∂
λ
λ tytxE

,get 1
0 ])()((][)()([ −= TT tytyEtytxEλ .So the no,j source is: 

)()])()((][)()([)()()()(ˆ 1 tytytyEtytxEatxats TTTjTj
j

−−=                 (8) 

BtytyEtytxEaaw TTTjTj
j

1)])()((][)()([)()( −−=                        (9) 
From the formula (8) it is known that the source is only related to the observed signal and the 

corresponding basis vector, which can be directly calculated without iteration. 
According to the paper [7], the theorem can be proved: 

In linear mixing, the basis vectors of the no.j source signals,if rank( jA )=m-1,then 

BTTTjTj
j tytyEtytxEaaw 1)])()((][)()([)()( −−= , )()(ˆ txwts jj =  is completely consistent with the 

source signal )(ts j .At this point you can get the source signal )(ts j .The above method is called the 

two step blind extraction method under the condition of non complete sparse. 

4.Simulation experiment 

The simulation of this algorithm is carried out to prove the superiority of the algorithm compared 
to other anti collision algorithm. 
4.1Experiment 1: feasibility experiment 

The ASK signal source signal1.wav is used as the source of the signal source, and the noise 
source mix1.wav is used as the source of noise.The length of both the signal source and the noise 
source are 10S.In the MATLAB2010 environment, the simulation is carried out in the frequency 
domain, the single source region sample is detected, and the base vector is estimated.Simulation 
results are shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Fig4.1Signal separation feasibility experiment 

From the experimental results, we can know that this paper can effectively separate the source 
signals based on the algorithm of the blind, to achieve the effect of the collision detection and the 
separation of the signal. 
4.2Experiment 2: throughput analysis experiment 

The throughput calculation formula of ALOHA algorithm and time slot ALOHA algorithm are 
respectively: 

G
ALOHA eGS 2−⋅=                        (10) 

G
FSA eGS −⋅=                          (11) 

A blind separation method is used to label the anti collision is the use of a read and write to 
complete a number of tags read.The reader with this algorithm can complete the identification of the 
tag signal if it has multiple antennas and enough computing power.The number of tags to be 
reached within a time slot is n, and the reader is installed with a M receiving antenna, and the 
number of tags that can be correctly identified is N.The throughput of the system in which the 
system can be successfully expanded in a certain time slot is:   

                     ∑
∞

=

=
0n

ns PnT                               (12) 

sn  is the average label number which can be successfully read by the reader: 

1)11( −−= n
s N

nn                             (13) 

When the tag is enough in the reader area, it can be considered as a Poisson distribution, and the 
distribution of the label is:     

   )exp()!( Gn
GP

n
n −=                              (14) 

Take (13),(14)into(12),we can get the throughput based on the blind source separation algorithm 
in this paper.       

       )exp(
N
GGT −=                                 (15) 
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Through the above analysis, we can compare the proposed algorithm with time slot ALOHA 
algorith m and the common blind source separation BSS algorithm, which is based on the 
MATLAB simulation, and compares the throughput. 

 

 

Fig4.2 Throughput comparison of three algorithms 

 

From the above analysis, the throughput, the proposed algorithm is better than the BSS algorithm 
and ALOHA algorithm.When the reader antenna number is 3, in the same time slot, the throughput 
of the algorithm as the tag arrival rate increases with increasing and achieve to reach the maximum 
value when the number of tags is 6.The throughput of the algorithm begins to decrease when the 
number of tags on the arrival is increased, which is because the number of tags currently being able 
to be separated is 6 when using 3 antennas.In the stable region, the throughput of this scheme is 
better than the traditional BSS algorithm and ALOHA algorithm, the hardware overhead is small, 
and it is more suitable for dealing with the problem of RFID. 

5.Conclusion 

In this paper, based on the RFID anti collision model,in the light of the characteristics of RFID 
signal that is not completely sparse signal,we used signal unit interval to improve the method of 
blind separation and proposed a sparse set conditions in anti collision algorithm for blind separation 
of RFID.Under the condition that the number of tags is more than the number of readers,through 
simulation, the throughput of the scheme was proved to be better than the blind separation 
algorithm and ALOHA algorithm, which can be used to separate the signal from the impact signal. 
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